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? 1. Introduction. 

In the Greek writings of the first millennium of the Christian era we find 
our earliest evidence of that remarkable body of doctrine known as Alchemy. 
Arising perhaps in the traditional knowledge of the Egyptian priesthood, it 
flourished as a living science and creed for seventeen centuries. The earliest 
alchemical works that have survived are all written in Greek, and the extant 
Greek alchemical writings run to more than eighty thousand words. The bulk 
of these documents is evidence of the attraction which the science possessed 
for the philosophers of the Byzantine age. Alchemy was then no mere by-way 
of thought, but one of the major departments of knowledge. 

The alchemical writings have affinities with other contemporary works. 
It is, therefore, well to decide on the meaning we shall attach to the word 
Alchemy before discussing its methods and origin. In the forms aAdXEpia, 
&aXXrlitc, etc. the word first appears subsequent to the date at which the most 
important Greek alchemical texts were composed. These texts themselves 
usually refer to their subject as ' The Work,' ' The divine and sacred Art,' ' The 
making of gold,' and but rarely use the much-discussed word Xripia, XvuE?ic, 
etc., which has since entered our vocabulary as Chemistry. 

Alchemy and Chemistry were, of course, distinguished from each other 
only at a late date. The derivation of chemistry from alchemy should not lead 
us to assume that the alchemy of Greek times could correctly be called chemistry. 
Certain substances may have been investigated for specific purposes, but we 
know of no early investigation in that scientific spirit which is to be distin- 
guished from practical crafts such as metallurgy or dyeing. Alchemy is distin- 
guished from metallurgy, not by a scientific spirit, but rather by its special- 
isation on a particular metallurgical problem and its exaltation of that problem 
to a matter of more than material significance. The conception of rigidly 
defined chemical individuality could not be in existence in the early days of 
alchemy. On the old theory all matter was made up of mixtures in varying 
proportions of the four elements, air, fire, earth and water. The alteration of 
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the properties of a metal was thus not a task which presented itself as in conflict 
with any established theoretical principle. Yet although alchemy, looked at 
from the point of view of a practical craft, may be regarded as a department of 
metallurgy, it had from its first appearance a supernatural element associated 
with it. 

The lack of interest in the general properties of matter is noteworthy. All 
the practical instructions or recipes deal with the production of gold, silver and 

purple, or in one or two instances precious stones. The texts make it clear 
that numerous chemical phenomena must have been discovered in the course 
of the alchemical processes, which include multifarious fusions, sublimations 
and distillations. Yet the alchemists found none of these phenomena interest- 

ing enough to mention. No one who had used sulphur, for example, could fail 
to remark the curious phenomena which attend its fusion and the subsequent 
heating of the liquid. Now while sulphur is mentioned hundreds of times 
there is no allusion to any of its characteristic properties except its action on 
metals. This is in such strong contrast to the spirit of the Greek science of 
classical times that we must conclude that the alchemists were not interested 
in natural phenomena other than those which might help them to attain their 

object. Nevertheless, we should err were we to regard them as mere gold- 
seekers, for the semi-religious and mystical tone, especially of the later works, 
consorts ill with the spirit of the seeker of riches. 

This religious atmosphere is present in almost all the alchemical texts and 
serves to distinguish them from purely technical treatises. Certain of the 
earliest alchemical works were, probably, at one time wholly practical in 
content but even these seem to have been provided with a supernatural 
setting in order to make them more acceptable to a later public. The 

religious element in Greek alchemical works links them to Egypt rather 
than to Greece. The deeply religious nature of the Egyptian seems to 
make itself apparent here. We shall not find in alchemy any beginnings 
of a science, but rather an attempted interpretation of secrets of the 

past by men who believed that they might restore or rediscover lost or 
concealed knowledge, once possessed by the priests of Egypt, or by ancient 

philosophers. At no time does the alchemist employ a scientific procedure. 
He does not survey the theory and practice of his art and build up a method 

therefrom, nor does he ever base his practice on his theoretical beliefs concerning 
the nature of matter and its interactions. He is for ever concerned in finding 
out what the ancient authors meant. The reverence paid to the legendary 
figures of ancient science, such as Democritus, Ostanes and Hermes, and conse- 

quently to the authors who wrote in their names, paralysed research along new 
lines. Under the Arabs rose the second wave of alchemical progress, leading 
in a short time to chemical discoveries greater and more numerous than any 
made by the Greeks. 

? 2. The Papyri. 
We derive our knowledge of Greek alchemy from a large number of 

mediaeval manuscripts and from a few papyri of earlier date. 
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Three papyri in Leyden are the most ancient known which treat of the 

subjects of alchemy or metallurgy. They are of about the third century A.D., 
and form part of a collection probably emanating from a tomb.1 One contains 

magical incantations of a fairly early gnostic character. In the same papyrus 
is a list of 37 names of plants, minerals, etc., together with their mystical or 
sacred names. This synonymy is of interest in view of the alchemical practice 
of giving many names to the same substance. Two fragmentary metallurgical 
recipes occur also in this papyrus, affirming by their position the association of 
metallurgy with magic and gnostic mysticism. A second papyrus contains 
names of a few substances used in connexion with the writing of magical 
formulae. 

The third alchemical papyrus at Leyden is more important for our purpose. 
It contains 101 recipes, all of a character bearing upon alchemy. Sixty-five of 
these are metallurgical. They are concerned chiefly with the making of gold 
and asemos. Fifteen are concerned with writing in letters of gold and silver. 
Eleven are recipes for dyeing stuffs. Ten are extracts from the Materia Medica 
of Dioscorides concerning minerals used in the recipes. This is, therefore, one 
of the earliest portions of a text of Dioscorides that we possess.2 Some of the 
metallurgical recipes are of great interest as resembling those given by such 
authors as the alchemical writer 'Democritus.' 

The Leyden papyri have been dated to the third century by Reuvens and Leemans, 
on the evidence afforded by the character of the script, and by their format. The authors 
cited in them are ' Democritus,' Phimenas, Anaxilaus and 'Aphrikianos.' The dating of 
'Democritus ' is uncertain, but probably he is to be placed in the first century A.D. (see 
p. 114). Phimenas may perhaps be identified with Pammenes, but even so he affords little 
help in dating. The age of Anaxilaus is also doubtful. Aphrikianos, however, is very 
probably Julius Sextus Africanus, who lived at the beginning of the third century A.D. 

This would be in agreement with the dating arrived at from the other sources mentioned. 

Of somewhat less alchemical interest than the Leyden papyrus, though 
important on other grounds, is the papyrus of Stockholm, of about the same 
date and character as those at Leyden. It contains 152 recipes, 9 concerned 
with metals, 73 with precious stones and 70 with dyeing. Its date is probably 
the same as that of the Leyden papyri. 

? 3. The Manuscripts. 
There is a great body of Greek alchemical manuscripts, chiefly of the six- 

teenth century or later. A few early manuscripts are known. The later, 
with the exception of those containing the few texts referred to in ? 4(d), are 
all more or less accurate copies of these. The similarity of earlier and later 
manuscripts shows that Byzantine alchemy was quite static. 

The early manuscripts of primary importance are three in number. A 

1 This collection was acquired by the Government in 1828. 
Chevalier d'Anastasi, Swedish vice-consul 2 See C. Singer, 'Herbal in Antiquity,' 
in Egypt at the beginning of the nineteenth J.H.S., xlvii. p. 22. 
century, and was purchased by the Dutch 
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fine MS. at Venice (Marcianus 299) is of the tenth or eleventh century. A 

manuscript at Paris which we shall call the first Paris MS. (Paris. gr. 2325) is of 
the thirteenth century. Another Paris MS. which we shall call the second 
Paris MS. is of the fifteenth century (Paris. gr. 2327). It is a fuller copy of the 

FIG. 1.-THE SERPENT ' OUROBOROS' WAS A SYMBOL DENOTING AT ONCE THE UNITY 
OF MATTER, AND THE 'CIRCULATORY' TYPE OF ALCHEMICAL PROCESS PRACTISED IN 
CERTAIN TYPES OF ALCHEMICAL APPARATUS. (MS. PARIS, GR. 2327, F. 196.) 

first Paris MS. These three MSS. contain almost all the surviving alchemical 
writings which date from the first eight or nine centuries of the Christian era. 

Of a different character are several late Greek MSS., the texts of which 
cannot have been written earlier than A.D. 1000, nor perhaps later than 
A.D. 1300. The methods and spirit of these are allied to mediaeval Western 
rather than to early Greek alchemy. They are therefore more conveniently 
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studied in connexion with the alchemy of the Middle Ages. Among these are 
a recently discovered Codex at Holkham Hall (Holkhamicus 290) and a still 
more recently discovered and as yet unpublished Codex at the Vatican (Vat. 
gr. 1134). 

The Greek alchemical MSS. of the British Isles, France, Italy, Madrid and Athens have 
been adequately described and catalogued. Those of Central Europe have not yet been 
systematically treated. In the libraries of Leyden, Vienna, Munich, Wolfenbiittel, Breslau 
and Altenburg there are Greek alchemical manuscripts, which, however, do not seem to 
contain anything of importance not found in the three primary MSS. at Venice and Paris. 

Of the secondary MSS. a useful study has been made by Kopp. The contents of the 
primary MSS. have been transcribed by Berthelot, Ideler, Ruelle and others. The edition 
of Berthelot contains, in great confusion, the major part of the known Greek alchemical 
texts. His transcription is based, for the most part, on the second Paris MS., collated 
with several secondary MSS. Berthelot has translated most of the texts, but his inter- 
pretation is necessarily strongly coloured by his views of the nature of the alchemical 
processes, and these views are not accepted by all students. 

? 4. The Texts. 

The older Greek alchemical texts are the work of some forty or more 
authors whose period of activity is datable within fairly wide limits. These 
authors fall naturally into five groups, of which we shall here be concerned only 
with the first three. Many of the names given are mere pseudonyms. 

(a) The earliest alchemical authors, who wrote at dates in no case certainly 
known, but not later than the second half of the third century of 
the Christian era nor earlier than the first century. These include: 3 

Democritus Eugenius Pammenes 
Isis Comarius Chymes 
Iamblichus Cleopatra Pibechius 
Moses Maria Petasius 
Ostanes Hermes 
"Chruth" Agathodaemon 

(b) The alchemical authors of the third and fourth centuries: 

Africanus Heliodorus Pelagius 
Zosimus Synesius Olympiodorus 

(c) The later commentators. These flourished between the sixth and 
thirteenth centuries. They include: 

Philosophus Christianus Pappus Psellus 
Stephanus Theophrastus Cosmas 
Heraclius Hierotheus Nicephorus Blemmydes 
Justinianus Archelaus 
Philosophus Anonymus Salmanas 

3 No attempt is here made to distinguish texts have been falsely attributed. 
between genuine authors and those to whom 

J.H.S.-VOL., L. I 
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(d) The recently catalogued MSS. of Italy, Spain and Athens have revealed 
a number of late texts, the translators or authors of which may be 
dated as later than A.D. 1000. Their works, as yet unpublished, 
appear to belong to Western alchemy rather than to the Alexandrian 
and Byzantine traditions. Nevertheless, no evidence has yet been 
adduced that they exhibit Arabian influence except through their 
Western originals. These late authors include: 

'Pivocaj cov TsAavo3psp3ca (3rP?av6pac) (Arnaldus de Villanova) 
'A,uTrepTo5 OEOKT'6VKOS (Albertus Teutonicus) 
Comes de Santa Flore 
Luciatus 

(e) A very late list, contained in a MS. at Athens copied in 1804, refers 
to Dioscorides, Theodorus Magistrianus and Jacobus Cabidarius as 
alchemists. The date of this manuscript is a witness to the 
remarkable persistence of the alchemical tradition in the Near 
East. 

(a) The earliest alchemical authors are sharply divided into two schools, to 
which we add an indefinite appendage or third school: 

(i) The followers of Democritus.-These carry out their alchemical work 

by superficial colourings of metals and by the preparation of alloys 
by fusion. The Democritan school includes Isis, Iamblichus, 
Moses, Ostanes and Eugenius. 

(ii) The school typified by Maria and Comarius.-These employ complex 
apparatus for distillation and sublimation. The Marian school 
includes also Hermes and Cleopatra. Agathodaemon, of whose 
works fragments only survive, probably also belongs here. To this 
school Western alchemy and, indirectly, modern chemistry owe 
some debt. This is acknowledged in the common modern labor- 

atory device known as the bain-marie, and in the design of our 
distillation apparatus. The title balneum mariae seems to occur 
first in the works of Arnald of Villanova (fourteenth century). 

(iii) Fragments. There remain a number of authors of unquestioned early 
date whose works are lost or survive only in too fragmentary a 
state for us to determine their affinities. To this group must be 

relegated Pammenes, Chymes, Pibechios and Petasius. 

(i) The followers of Democritus. 
DEMOCRITUS (PSEUDO-DEMOCRITUS).-The mention of this author in one of the Leyden 

Papyri places him before c. A.D. 250, the terminus ad quem of that document. Later com- 
mentators refer to him as a remote and legendary figure. This is doubtless the result of 
the pseudonym of the writer of the existing treatises. The reference of Pliny to the 
Chirocmeta of Democritus shows that a collection of recipes for some kind of marvellous 

manipulations, attributed to that philosopher but doubtless the work of a much later author, 
was in existence in the first century A.D. 

The term XElp6Kin-riTa in the sense of ' artificial substances ' is applicable to the Physica 
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et Mystica, the most important work of the alchemist Democritus. It is in this sense that 
the adjective XElp6KpT-rToS is used by Aristotle (Meteor., 2. 1. 6). 

It is, then, possible that this Democritan work of Pliny is identical with the alchemical 
Physica et Mystica Democriti which we possess or with the older portions of it. The Physica 
et Mystica contains no Christian references. Its magical portion, which is almost certainly 
later than the practical portion, is not flavoured with the complex Gnostic beliefs which 
abound in works of the second and third centuries. Moreover, the comparative simplicity 
of the methods of the Physica et Mystica suggest that it is considerably older than those 
authors that mention it. It is, then, probable that this work at least of Democritus is of 
the first century of the Christian era. 

Democritus was regarded as a father of alchemy by his successors. He appears as 
the earliest exponent of the school of alchemical thought which has given its teachings to 
the world in the form of short and definite recipes. The obscurity of these is due rather to 
our ignorance of the nature of the constituents than to deliberate concealment or to a 
mystical or symbolic terminology. The methods advocated by Democritus and his 
followers include the preparation of alloys and the superficial coloration of metals; while 
the processes of distillation and the prolonged action of the vapours of arsenic, mercury and 
sulphur, much practised by the school of alchemical thought, of which the earliest exponents 
were Mary, Comarius and Cleopatra, were either unknown to them or considered valueless 
for preparing gold. 

The works attributed to Democritus are: 

(a) O(uCaKa Kcal JIVUCrTKlK. (B. II. p. 41. 1-49. 22.) 4 

(p) AqlpoKpiTou pip3os e' rTpocrpcovrisecaa AUKi-Trr-cp. (B. II. pp. 53-56.) 

A Syriac version of the Physica et Mystica exists and was probably a means of trans- 
mitting the knowledge of Greek alchemical processes to the Moslem world. 

Isis.-The character of the mythology of the interesting text bearing the name of Isis 
assigns it to the earlier period of Gnostic beliefs. The text exists in two forms differing in 
the mythological part but identical in their alchemical content. The alchemical matter is 
consistent with a date near to Democritus. This text also probably dates from the first 
century. The title of the work is: 

"icni TpoqTfiS T uico aOUTjs. (B. II. pp. 28-33.) 

IAMBLICHIJS.-That this author is not identical with the well-known writer Iamblichus 
may be inferred from a consideration of his style and thought. The alchemical matter is 
somewhat more advanced in type than that of Democritus, the influence of whose work is 
noticeable. An attribution to the second or third century seems reasonable. 

(a) 'lapP3AiXou KaTapaf3a. (B. II. 285.) 
(p) 'lapXAixou Troio,ais. (B. II. 286.) 
(y) Xpuaoou Troiqais. (B. II. 287.) 
(8) Xpvaoi- 8irrAcocris. (B. II. 287.) 

MOSEs.-The opening passage of the considerable work (B) attributed to this author 
is a somewhat altered version of Exodus xxxi. 2-5. This suggests an attribution to the 
Hebrew prophet, though it is to be remembered that Moses was a personal name affected 
by the Byzantines. The alchemical matter is similar to that contained in the preceding 
texts, and the works were probably written at some period of the first or second centuries. 

(a) Mcoo0EcoS I-TrrfAcoiS. (B. II. p. 38, 13-29, 4.) 
(j) EVTroia Kal euTrXvioa TOo KTriaapvou Kal 

-TtiTuXia KaCp&TOU KaOi paKpoxpovia piou. (B. IV. p. 300-315.) 

OSTANEs.-The name was probably suggested by that of the Persian under whom 
Democritus of Abdera is said by Diogenes Laertius and others to have studied. An Ostanes 

4 B. here and later M. Berthelot: Collection des anciens alchimistes grecs (Paris, 1888). 
i2 
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is mentioned by Zosimus as an author of some antiquity, but there is no proof that he had 
the author of this treatise in mind. The character of the work is such that it may be of the 
first two centuries of the Christian era. 

'Oa-rOvou qiXoc6opovu rrp6S TE-racoiov TrrEpi T-r iEpas -rTarrlTs Kai OEias T?EXVT|S. 

(B. II. 261.) 

EUGENIUS.-The name is attached to a recipe of the Democritan type. 

EUyEviov biTrASoxl. (B. II. 39.) 

(ii) The School typified by Maria and Comarius. 

MARIA, also called Mary the Jewess, must be one of the earliest alchemical authors. 
In the third century she was known to Zosimus, who identified her with Mary, sister of Moses. 
The works in her name can hardly be later than the first century A.D. Unfortunately they 
survive only in quotations. Her Jewish origin is confirmed by the quotation (B. II. 103) 

Mh NAe yaVUEIV XEIpoIV' OUK Ei yEvous 'AppaCic'ou . . . 

Her works are freely quoted by Zosimus and other authors. She appears from these 
to have been quite the most remarkable of the ancient alchemists. She appears in these 

quotations as the originator of the major part of the processes used by the Greek alchemists. 
The elaborate 'kerotakis' apparatus (p. 132 ff.), the hot-ash bath, the dung-bed and the 
water-bath (bain-marie) are all apparently her inventions or discoveries, while it appears 
likely that she perfected the apparatus for distillation of liquids (p. 136) in a form so efficient 
as to have suffered little alteration in two millennia. Her practical character distinguishes 
her very notably from all other alchemists. She describes apparatus in detail, even to the 
method of constructing the copper tubes required from sheet metal. She appears to have 
used almost every type of alchemical method, but perhaps to have paid most attention 
to the use of alloys of copper and lead. The latter metal she refers to as ' our lead' as dis- 

tinguished from 'common lead,' and it may well be antimony or some metallic sulphide 
to which she refers. Democritus and Maria must hold the first place as practical alchemists. 

The work of the other alchemists is in all probability merely the performance of vari- 
ations of the processes invented by these authors. 

COMARIUS is perhaps the earliest of all our authors. The mythical and symbolic 
matter, of which his fragmentary treatise is largely composed, is, when freed from later 

additions, fully consonant with a first-century Egyptian origin.5 

Kocapiaov (pqiooo6ou dapXlEpEcs 5 5ao'KoVTos 

Triv KXEOT&dTpav TtV OEicav Kaci Epav TEXVTIV 
TOO X?Oou T-rS iXAooopixas. (B. II. 289.) 

CLEOPATRA.-Three treatises survive. The Chrysopoeia consists only of a page of 

symbols and drawings reproduced on p. 117. The title of the treatise mentioned under 

Comarius, and also internal evidence of Cleopatra's treatise, indicate a first-century date. 
The symbols and drawings of figures are probably the earliest drawings that we have of 

chemical apparatus. ' A dialogue of Cleopatra and the philosophers' exists in a mutilated 

form; it is probably of the same date as the above treatises, but cannot be attributed to 

Cleopatra. 

(a) 'EK TCOV KXeo-rraTpas T Epi pETPCov Kai T-raTCjov. (Hultsch: Metrologicorum 
scriptorum reliquiae. Lipsiae, 1864, I. 253.) 

(p) KXEO1TaTprS XpuvoT-oia. (Figures only, no text.) (B.I. 132.) 

(y) AlaAoyos qtAoC6pcov Kac KXEoTda-rpas. (B. II. 290. Included under the 
same title with the dialogue of Comarius and Cleopatra.) 

HERMES.-The name is attached to three fragments. These are unrelated in style 

5 von Hammer Jensen: Die dlteste Alchimnie. Copenhagen, 1921. 
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and matter to the mystical works bearing the name of Hermes Trismegistus, but are con- 
ceivably derived from some of the priestly works attributed to Hermes-Thoth and men- 
tioned by Clement of Alexandria. Many other fragments are scattered through the works 
of Zosimus andl later commentators. 

(a) "Eppioij- TrploPEY'aTov opyavov. (B. II. p. 23, 8-17.) 
(Is) A'Iviypa ('Ea'v pi' - E'aTraQ. (B. IL. 115, 10.) 
kty) Aivi-ypa ToiD ql7Xoaoqt1Koi0 Meov. (B. II. 267, l16-268, 2.) 

0 

FIG. 2.-THE CHRYSOPOEA Or CLEOPATR.A. 
The emblem in the left hand top corner encloses the aphorisms: 'Ev -r6 vv Kad 8i1 aiZrroo 

Tr6 -Tav Kai Els a*1r6 -T6 iTF& Kal El ph EXct 76 Tr&xv o*8,8v ~aTiv r Tav rv: andl: 'ELS 6arrv 6 6qnis 6 OXo -r6v 
16v pE-T& W,o avvOUpca-ra. On the right of this emblem are symbols of which the meaning is 
doubtful. Below these is a still with two condensing arms (cf. Fig. 8) and on the left 
the serpent Ouroboros with the inscription: iv -r6 Trrxv. Above the serpent are sketches 
illustrating a piece of apparatus of the kerotakis type, used for the fixation of metals. 
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AGATHODAEMON.-A deity of that name was worshipped in Greece and Egypt in 
connexion with wine, and later figured in Gnostic hymns and inscriptions (cp. Isis and 

Hermes). There was a geographer Agathodaemon, but there is no reason to suppose a 
connexion with these texts. Olympiodorus (early fifth century) doubted whether Agatho- 
daemon were ' an ancient philosopher in Egypt or a mystic angel, or a good genius (aya6ov 
baij[ova) of the Egyptians.' 

Internal evidence suggests the first two centuries of the Christian era as a date for his 
texts: 

(a) An aphorism without title (MTra TrV - avcooriS). (B. II. 115, 7.) 
(p) 'AyacoSaiicpov sis rTV Xprioa6v: 'OpEcocS auvaycoyil KCX unr6opvrJpa. (B. II. 

268, 3-271, 25.) 

(iii) Fragments. 
CHRUTH.-A MS. (Paris. gr. 2314) contains an unedited text entitled "Eppscis ?K T-1S 

XulorrlKs 3S3ipAou T'fis XpvUo-rroirS (sic) T1-r Xpvi KCXi TOj 6ppECos (sic) Kai KXEo-rraTpas. 
The text is late (probably ninth century), and the name Xpui may be a copyist's error. 
The name is placed here on account of its association with Cleopatra. 

JOHANNES.-' Philosophus Anonymus' (p. 122) refers to 'Johannes the arch-priest of 
the " Tuthia " in Evagia . ..' as the oldest of the alchemical writers with the sole exception 
of Hermes. Another list which places Johannes earlier than Democritus dates from the 
seventh century. 

The character of the work attributed to Johannes makes it certain that its author was 
not earlier than the fifth century. It may be that this work is falsely attributed to a real 
Johannes of the first century. The application of the title itself to this work seems to be 
an error on the part of Berthelot as editor. 

The work attributed to him is entitled: 

'lcoavvov 'ApxiEp?gco TO V v 'EpEiyi[a T-Epi TrfS 6EiaS rTXViS. (B. II. 263 and 

130, 4.) 

PAMMENES may be the Egyptian Phimenas of Sais to whom a recipe in the Leyden 
Papyrus X is attributed. He is mentioned by Olympiodorus (fifth century). None of his 
works survives. 

CHYMES is mentioned as an ancient author by Zosimus, and a few quotations from his 
works are found in the treatise of Olympiodorus, and in certain works of Zosimus. He is 
associated by the latter with Mary the Jewess and may well date from the same early 
period. 

PIBECHIOS.-The name has a mythological significance, being equivalent to Apollo 
Bechis (Pliny, XXX. 2). He is mentioned, together with Mary, Chymes, Democritus, 

Agathodaemon, in a treatise attributed to Zosimus. He might therefore be placed in the 
first or second century. The attribution of this particular treatise to Zosimus is, however, 
doubtful. 

PETESIS or PETASIUS.-The name Petesis (Egyptian = Gift of Isis; in Greek, Isidoros) 
is perhaps that of a real person. The treatise of Olympiodorus (c. 400) is addressed 'to 

Petasius, king of Armenia.' The latter title has, however, probably been added at a later 

period. This treatise, moreover, mentions ' Petasius the philosopher' in such a way as to 
make it unlikely that he is the person to whom the treatise is addressed. A Petesis is 
mentioned by Zosimus as a contemporary of Hermes. The quotations from his works 
show him to have been of the school of Comarius and Mary. 

(b) Alchemical authors of the third and fourth century. 
The work of Zosimus, like that of a few authors to be classed with him, is distinguished 

from that of the earliest authors by its character as commentary. Zosimus is probably 
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a practical author as well as a commentator, but very little of his work, if any, is truly 
original. The other commentators of the fourth and fifth centuries are even less practical 
in type, but are perhaps less barren than those of the sixth century and later. 

AFRIcANUS.-The first alchemical author who can be dated with any degree of accuracy 
is Africanus. He is almost certainly identical with Julius Sextus Africanus who died in 
A.D. 232. Scanty remains of his alchemical writings survive in quotations in the works 
of Zosimus and Olympiodorus. They are not unlike those of Zosimus. 

ZosIMus.-Suidas mentions that Zosimus and Theosebeia wrote a work Cheirokmeta 

(cp. Pliny on Democritus), a Chemical Encyclopaedia in 28 books. Of this certain existing 
works of Zosimus are fragments. The Syriac version of Zosimus seems to preserve a 

large portion of this work. 
This most important of the Greek alchemists certainly belongs to the third century. 

He cites Democritus, and most of the early authors, and also Africanus, who died in A.D. 232. 
He is himself cited by Olympiodorus (beginning of fifth century). He mentions the 

Serapeum (destroyed A.D. 390) as still in being. His allegorical writings are consistent 
with the third century. A date of about 300 A.D. is probable. He is not identical with 
Zosimus the historian. 

Zosimus produced several works on alchemy and also a collection of some of the 
alchemical works extant in his time. A part of this collection survives. Zosimus is heir 
to the ideas of Mary and Cleopatra. He had some tincture of the experimental spirit, and 
appears to have added something of his own to the tradition he had received. His remark- 
able ' visions' do not readily receive a physical interpretation, and it is possible that these 
and some of the work of his followers are mystically symbolic and not primarily practical 
in meaning. 

The following are attributed to him: 

(a) Zcooipov TOVU ?iEoE -rEpi apETrfs (rrpa&iS a'). (B. II. 107.) 
(p) Z ios Aey -7 l rrEpi s acp&aEc-ou. (B. II. 113.) 

Zcbacnos Trpa&is P'. (B. II. 115.) 
(y) Toinpa -rTOO aCUTro Zcocr,hou -rpais y'. (B. II. 117.) 
(8) ZcoCaiou T-ro Eiou irEpi apE-rfi Kai ippnivEiaS. (B. II. 118.) 
(E) TTEpi TS EaTrriaEcoWS U5arTOS eEiou. (B. 11. 138.) 

(3) fTEpi TOU aSUTOU OEiou usaTos. (B. II. 141.) 
(q) eEpi TOU O Eou u'SaTos (in some MSS.). Zcoophouv Tro navorroXTou yviocia 

0 iivrovraT-ra Epi TOU siou 'V8aros. (B. 11I. 143.) 
(0) TTapaivicEis CTUa-roTiKai TCOV EyXE1pOVVTCOV TTnV TEXVTnV. (B. II. 144.) 
(i) Zcooiapov TOOU T-avoTroMiTou yvrclaa ypaTcpi rrEpt Ti T iepas KaEcd iaD TErxv'S, 

TfS TOo XpucoO Kal dpyupov wro,icaEcos KaT' ETriTOpiV KEpcaAaicbo8q. 
(B. II. 145.) 

(K) BiopAos ai11is E cxpi AiyvTr-Tou Kaci EiOU 'Eppaicov Kvpiou TrV SUVVapEco 

oapaco0. Zclpovgu O ipalou VU -TlIK1I plPAos. (B. II. 211 and 213.) 
(A) Zcoo'ipou rrpos OeS6copov KeaXAaia. (B. II. 215.) 

(p) No title. Inc. :-Kai OTI TOUS XpriTafious Xoyous . . . (B. II. 219, 1.) 
(v) 'YSpapyupou TroirlTis. (B. II. 220.) 
({) Zcocaipou TrEpi Opy&vcov Kai Kapivcov. (B. II. 224.) 

(o) To aCruToO Zcowailou -rrEpi 6pyavcov Kai Kativcov yvicafa Uorropvi'jiara -rrpi 
TOU C CTaooiXiovU. (B. II. 228.) 

(wr) TTepi TOV Tplp3iKOU Kal rTO crcoAfivos. (B. II. 236.) 
(p) T6o TTpCTOV pipAi3ov Tis TEEXEUTrias &roXfis Zoocripou Opaiou . . . (B. II. 

239.) 
(s) 'EpPTVi{a I?Epi TrwvTcov &TrA6oS Kai TrEpi TCOV 9IcTcoV. (B. II. 247.) 
(T) No title. Inc. :-Svauts, PTE-a 8 TrlV ?pyaciav . . . (B. II. 248, 11.) 
(v) nEpi AEUKCTo0EC0S. (B. II. 211.) 
(9) 'EpplvEia Trrpi TCOV q(pCTCoV. (B. II. 249.) 
(X) Tepi ai0aAcov. (B. II. 250, 13.) 
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The following works may belong to the remains of the Encyclopaedia of Zosimus and 
Theosebeia: 

(a) TTspi T'rV UTroraTrTcov Kci rTa 5' aocoa&'T-ov KaTa TOV Aprl6KpTro v TOV 
Err6vTa. (B. II. 148.) 

( T) Tlpi 5iaqpopas XaAKoO KEKCOIIvEVOU. (B. II. 153.) 
(y) TEpi Troo O- T rOCv-rT cv TOV Uypiov TO OEioV U5cop KaXouotv Kai TOUTO avv- 

ETO6v EaTiV Kai oUX &TrrXouv. (B. II. 154.) 
(5) TTepi TOU Ev Travri KalpC dapKTrov TO Epyov. (B. II. 156.) 
(E) lTepi rTTS KarTa irTaTOs EKOEK6CoES TO Epyov. (B. II. 159.) 
(3) TTFpi rTOU Tri ETIV KarTa Tv T?XVT1V, oviola Kai dvouvia. (B. II. 167.) 
(rT) E-pi TOU OTI TraVTC TEpi pl& iaS paC(fS fI T?E)XV1 AEACiTKEV. (B. II. 169.) 
(8) TTEpi TOU Tpo9plv Eivai Ta 5' aocb~aTa T&v p3acpv, Eioiv. (B. II. 170.) 
(i) TEpl T-OU XprilTEoV aTUTrVTplia uTpOyyuvX a(VTiAoyos. (B. II. 171.) 

(K) TrEpi 'El v. (B. II. 174, 11.) 
(X) lEpl -rTaeuiov. (B. II. 177.) 
(U) Tpl i KCUOECOS oacopaTcoV. (B. II. 179.) 
(v) TTepi aTaepou avScovCoECOS. (B. II. 181.) 
( T) lEipi E1o0U aCieKTou USaTro. (B. II. 184.) 
(o) TTEpi KcrKuacriaS6 oXpas. (B. II. 186.) 
(Tr) lTEpi oiKovopicas TOi T-rs Ipayvrlacrias cupaTros. (B. II. 188.) 
(p) TEpi acl4paTos payvrioiaS Kai OiKoVOpifas <(auTOu>. (B. II. 191.) 
(S) TTEpi TOU AlXoU Uqs pliAoooias. (B. II. 198.) 
(-r) nTEpi &doppjv CuvIE?coS. (B. II. 204.) 
(u) npi Spl piou. (B. II 205.) 
(9) lTEpi ioi. (B. II. 205.) 
(X) TEpi alricov. (B. II. 206.) 
(yq) Without title. Inc. :--'Ypapyvpou Trup rrupi KpaTOUVTE . . . (B. II. 

206, 8.) 
(co) Without title. Inc. :-OUTOS 6 xaXKavepcoiTos v Opas . . . (B. II. 

207, 1.) 
(aa) KaSctixas TrAls. (B. II. 207.) 
(PP) Tpi pacqfis. (B. II. 207.) 
(yy) nrpi cavio8bCEco. . (B. II. 208.) 
(66) T6 dIEptov Scop. (B. II. 209.) 
(EE) TEpi XEVKCOrCECOS. (B. II. 211.) 

HELIODORUS.-His work is addressed to Theodosius, presumably Theodosius I 
(379-395). It is an alchemical poem and bears no evidence of being the work of a practising 
alchemist. 

Title: 'HAloScbpou (piAocO6qou TrpOS OEoS6o'o v 'TOrv pEyav pao'iAEta lTEpi TfS5 T-V 
tpooC6Ocov PVuarTKTS TEXVqIS sla aTiXcov i&pjpcov. (Goldschmidt: Heliodori carmina 
quattuor. 'Religionsgeschichtliche Versuche und Vorarbeiten,' XIX. 2. Giessen. 1923.) 

SYNESIUS is not the famous bishop of that name, since he writes prior to the destruc- 
tion of the temple of Serapis at Alexandria (A.D. 390). His one work is: 

1uvEsaiou qiAoo6oq)u T-rps AiOCaKopov EIS TTrV pipXov ArlPoKpiTrou, cos iv aoXOXiOts. 
(B. II. 56.) 

PELAGIUS.-This author mentions Zosimus (c. A.D. 300) and is mentioned by Olym- 
piodorus (c. A.D. 425). He is thus about A.D. 370. He wrote: 

necayyiov (piooao(po Tr?spl T-rs q)Era TcraXrTTS Kal IEpaS TrEXVIS. (B. II. 253.) 
OLYMPIODORUS wrote in A.D. 425 a history of his times. Thus his lengthy alchemical 

work may perhaps be c. 400-425. 
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'OXvwirrloScbpo ou A-ro0 oao'6qov 'AXejav8Spkos esI TOr Ka-r' Ev?pyelav Zcoo'ipov oaa 
dTr6 'Eppiiou Kal -r(Tv 9iAoor6qov jacav Eiprqpva. (B. II. 69.) 

(c) The Commentators. 

The remaining writers on alchemy are merely commentators, and few, 
if any, exhibit anything original. Disputes as to the meaning of the phrases of 
the ancient authors occupy much of their space. The development of elaborate 

analogies such as that between alchemy and music also interests them. Rhap- 
sodical passages acclaiming the marvellous transformations brought about by 
the art appear, while the alchemical content remains completely static. Only 
when Western or Arabic alchemy came to the Greek world did a new type of 
alchemical work appear. Up to the tenth century the alchemical works written 
in Greek had made no advance on those of Zosimus. The knowledge of work 
which was done by the Arabs in the ninth and tenth centuries did not reach 
the Byzantine Greeks until a date entirely beyond our period. 

The earliest commentators are sometimes interesting, but the later are a 
wilderness of futile subtlety. 

PHmOSOPHUS CHRISTIANUS.-This name is attached to a very considerable treatise. 
The ' Sergius ' to whom it is dedicated may be Sergius Resainensis, who lived in Alexandria 
in the early sixth century. This date is compatible with the general character of his work, 
which is undoubtedly a compilation of which probably only the first item is original. In 
certain MSS. works are attributed to this philosopher which are elsewhere ascribed to 
Zosimus. It seems likely that Philosophus Christianus incorporated the compilation of 
Zosimus into his own work. 

The following works, with the name of Christianus attached, are elsewhere attributed 
to no other author: 

(a) ToO XpicTriavou TrrEpi eUoTaOrCeas TOU Xpvaoi. (B. II. 395.) 
(p) ToO aorrou XploTiavoO Trrepi TOU Oeiovu USaTO. (B. II. 399.) 
(y) Tfs 1i T-rv &pX&lcov Siaqpcovia. (B. II. 400.) 
(8) TiS ri Kaceoou -TOU VSaTos olKovopkia. (B. II. 401.) 
(E) 'H -roU puveKoiU uSaros TrroiTolaS. (B. II. 402.) 

(3) 'AVTriOEt1s kEyouoca OTI TO OeTov Vi5cop Ev EiTI T-r EiEit Kali XAV'tS auTrrs. 
(B. II. 405.) 

(rl) "AArq crropia. T6o v &pu'craaiov VScop ?v TrV apiOp1 8EI1KVIVEI V OEovu'a i 
-roVTroU rivucats. (B. II. 407.) 

(e) ToO Xpla-Tlavov aCVVOis. TriS j acTlra Tnrs T'S TpoKEItPEvs auyypacpiS. (B. II. 
409.) 

(i) "OT-r TETpaXcos Tris VAiS 5iatpovpuvrS, Sia&popot aTroyivovTal Tc-Wv trroEiaEcov 
at Tar?IS. (B. II. 409.) 

(K) nTTOai eioiv at Ka-r' eISos Kal yEvoS Alacpopai T-rV w-roitio-Eov. (B. II. 410.) 
(A) FTC 8SeT vOETl ac'TaS Kal aXi'pacri yECOPETPIKoTs. (B. II. 414.) 
(p) TiS Ti Ev TrrOKpUqpoi TC-rV rra?atCcxav KtSiOUpVT Ta'r&lS. (B. II. 415.) 

STEPIANUS is dated by his connexion with Heraclius 610-641. His alchemical works 
are entitled: 

(a) T-rE)avou 'AXEcavSpscos OiKOU,pEVlKOU qioo6qpou Ktal 1SiaCaKaXOU TrfiS ey&XArI 
Kal ilpas TaOcUTnT T'rXVrlS Trrpi XpuVaowoias. rrpaijS TrpcbrTT to EvvaTnr 
(9 texts). (Ideler, 11. 199.) The letter Toi aUTroU Z-rETvou E7ct-rTOX 
wrp6s OE6oSopov is inserted in the first work after the second part (wpaitS 

EvurEpa). (Ideler, II. 208.) 
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(p) E-rETcvou TOU TrcaCPEyicTou (piXocra6cou KCa OiKOUJEVIKOU ls1aC'KaAOU wrp6s 
'HpaKAE1OV TOV pEyav paColNa S5lao'KaXiTa TEEpi TT"S iEpas Kai pEyaxAr 
ETTnrn TirS -rs XpuvoorotlaS. (Ideler, II. 243.) 

HERACLIUS and JUSTINIANUS.-The treatises attributed to Heraclius have disappeared.7 
A portion of a treatise attributed to 'lovu-rivliavos paoalEAeS remains, but is undoubtedly 
the work of some other person. 

PHILOSOPHUS ANONYMUs.-This author cites Stephanus, who is undoubtedly of the 
seventh century. He must be dated as of the seventh or eighth century. 

(a) 'AVETIypapou 0pV XocJ6pou Tr?pi OEiou acrros T-r?s XEUKCbcXECO. (B. II. 421.) 
(p) ToO aciTOU 'AvETrrypac'ou v (ioaocyou KaTa aKoAo8iuOav XploaecOS i?iqpaivov 

TO TzfS XpJUCOTroias cuve1TTUuyiEvov CUV OECEJ. (B. II. 424.) 
(y) 'AvETrtyp&apou (piorO6pou Trrpi TS- OEia;S Kai iEpaS TE?XVgS-r TOV pXoao6Pcov. 

(B. II. 433.) 

PAPPUS is probably of the seventh or eighth century, as is shown by his mention of 
Stephanus, and is represented by the fragment: 

n11&Trrou yiX2oo'pou <O6pKos>. (B. II. 27.) 

THEOPHRASTUS, HIEROTHEUS, ARCHELAUS.-These three writers of alchemical verse 
are apparently of the eighth to ninth century, being cited by no earlier author, and resembling 
Stephanus and his followers in their declamatory style. 

eEocpaTcrou irXOCv O6OU TrEpi TriS acOTfS OEias T-ErXViS 8ia acTlXCo iappjcov. 

(Ideler, II. 328. Goldschmidt, ibid. 34.) 
'IEpoOou IXoAoaocpou 7TEpl Tris aUTnrs OsiaS Kal iEpaS TEXVr|S bi( O-TiX)COV. (Ideler, 

II. 336. Goldschmidt, ibid. 42.) 
'ApXEXaou XiAoca6pou TrEpi TnrS aUOiS iE?pas TEXVTIS 61a a7TiXcoV iapPcov. (Ideler, 

II. 343. Goldschmidt, ibid. 50.) 

SALMANAS from his style and language appears to be of the ninth to tenth century and 
wrote a work M00o5os i' rlS &oTrOTEXEiTacl i c(paipoE1irlS XC&Aa3a KaTaaKEvaao'o'a -rrapa 
TOU EV TEXVoupyia TrEpipo'Trou "Apapos TOU o aAaXpava. (B. II. 864.) 

PSELLUS.-The famous Michael Psellus (1018-1078) wrote two alchemical works of no 
originality and of no special interest for our theme. They were, however, of importance 
as a means of spreading alchemical ideas in Western Europe. 

(a) ToO TXAAou -rpOs TOV TraTpiapXriv KuplOTraTov MixaiWA TrEpi TOU OTTCOS 

TrolTITEOV Xpua6v. (Parisinus, gr. 2328, f. 10; 3027, f. 52.) 
([) ToO ,paKapiou Kal rravcoq6ou TeXAAo ETnC-TOXAr TrpOs TOV ayicA)TaTOV 

TraTpiapXrlv TOV piqXiivov Trepi XpuvcoTroias. (Parisinus gr. 2327, f. 1 
and other MSS.) (Cat. MSS. Alch. Gr., Vol. VI.) 

CoSMAS.-Probably c. A.D. 1000 as shown by the use of the barbarous terms 
caXoviTpov, T3aTrapiKov, paaouvxri. His work is entitled 'Epiniveia Trfis E-T'rlaTrLS T-rS 
XpuvoTroilas lEpoPiovaxou -TOo Koanpa. 

NICEPHORus BLEMMYDES.-A writer of the thirteenth century and inhabitant of Con- 

stantinople. Despite its late date his work does not display the characters of Western or 
Arabic alchemy, but is derived from the work of Democritus and his school. It is entitled: 

NtKriY6pou TOU BAXEpuSbou Trepi XpuaoTrolias. (B. II. 452.) 

ANONYMOUS WORKS.-In addition to the works which bear an author's name there 

7 These treatises are catalogued by Miller not to be found in the MS. itself. (E. 
as existing in the MS. 'Y 13 of the Escurial. Miller: Catalogue des Manuscrits grecs de 
Though mentioned in the list of contents l'Escurial, 1848.) (See Cat. MSS. Alch. 
(copied from the old list of M. 299) they are Grecs, Vol. V.) 
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are a number of anonymous treatises and fragments. Of these a few are of interest. Certain 
MSS. contain the Lexicon of Gold-making, AEI1KOV KaTa& CTOIXETOV TrjS XpuvaoTroiCaS (B. 
II, 4), a dictionary of alchemical terminology. It is not very informative. Occasional 
items such as 

'AvSpoSdacas ?T-ri Trupirqs Kcai apoavlKov. 

are of value, but some of the substances are defined on the system of obscurum per 
obscurius, and other definitions involve contradictory statements. Thus the term 
Magnesia is explained three times in an entirely different way. A part of this Lexicon 
has clearly been compiled at a late date and unintelligently, but it contains a residue of 
valuable information. 

A list of alchemical symbols contained in certain MSS. is of great value. The MSS. 
as a rule employ symbols in place of the names of the substances employed. The list of 
these covering several folios and reproduced by Berthelot (Intr. 104-120) has been of use 
in interpreting the MSS. 

? 5. Substances used by Alchemists. 

The Greek alchemists employed a considerable variety of substances in 
their operations. Some can be identified. The first essential ingredients of 
their operations are the metals, gold, silver, copper, mercury, iron, tin and 
lead. These were termed ac'bpaTa or true bodies, in contradistinction to 
ao-bjcaTa, substances other than metals. In addition to the substances that 
we know as the metallic elements, the acbjoc-rTa included a number with metallic 
lustre formed for the most part of mixtures or alloys of true metals. Among 
these were the following: 

aacnuov. Asemon. 

XpvuoKo6paoXos. Chrysocorallos. 

KXauSvav6S. 
i9lEKTpOV. 
pooAup56XcaAKOv. 
C pEiXaAKov. 

Claudianos. 
Electrum. 
Molybdochalkon. 
Orichalkon. 

aiSrlpoxcaXKov. Siderochalkon. 

A lustrous alloy of varied composition, silver, copper, 
tin, lead and mercury being frequent ingredients. 

Apparently a superfine gold or substance more fine 
than ordinary gold. Its composition is not known, 
but it may have been a fine red gold-copper alloy. 

A copper-lead alloy. 
A gold silver alloy. 
A copper lead alloy, or perhaps a metallic sulphide. 
A form of brass containing copper, zinc, and perhaps 

arsenic. 
Presumably an alloy of copper and iron. 

Besides the metals and their alloys the alchemists had at their disposal a 
great number of native minerals. Many of these may be identified, such as: 

&?capcaa-pos. Alabaster. 

a,vlrrTllpia. 

&vSpoSapcas. 
0'rip|J1. 
dpyupi-rS. 

apacev KOV. 
apaEviKov ~avO6v. 
KiaVOS. 

Alum. 

Androdamas. 
Antimony sulphide. 
Argyrite. 

Arsenic. 
Yellow arsenic. 
Blue. 

Possibly also a preparation having the appear- 
ance of alabaster. 

Not always identical with modern alum and 
possibly used as a term for arsenic. 

Possibly arsenical pyrites. 

Perhaps native silver sulphide or argentiferous 
galena. 

Certainly orpiment, yellow arsenic sulphide. 
Orpiment, as distinguished from white arsenic. 
Probably azurite, native hydrated copper car- 

bonate, but possibly native hydrated copper 
sulphate. 
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a:;uupia, aiAp,q. 
KaYLeia. 

liv, Oelov. 

Xa:KaoveoS. 

Brine. 
Cadmia. 

Ceruse. 

Chalkanthos. 

XaAKiTnS. Chalkitis. 
XpuoaKoAAa. Chrysocolla. 

Klvvocapis. Cinnabar. 

yq. Earth. 

i6s. los. 

AldOpyvpoS. Litharge. 

aapET-ros. Lime. 
rTircvos. Limestone or chalk. 
pdpcpapov. Marble. 

pcayvrliia. Magnesia. 

iiAros. Minium. 
piul. Misy. 
vi-rpov. Natron. 
o;Xpa. Ochre. 

TrrpiTrs. Pyrites. 

oavScapdXi. Realgar. 
&As. Salt. 
o'opl. Sori. 

8Eiov. Sulphur. 

Perhaps also used figuratively for other liquids. 
A product deposited in smelters' flues, chiefly 

consisting of the oxides of zinc, copper and 
arsenic. 

White lead, but also perhaps other white sub- 
stances such as arsenic trioxide. 

Impure copper and iron sulphates derived from 
the oxidation of pyrites. 

Probably the same as Chalkanthos. 
Apparently malachite, but also used in other 

senses in these texts. 
Native mercury sulphide, but the word is also 

used of realgar and perhaps red lead, which 
are all similar in colour, and were imper- 
fectly distinguished one from another. 

Earths of various kinds are used, Chian earth 
being perhaps the commonest. 

The term has the meaning of 'rust' or ' calx,' 
and also the sense of the Latin 'virus.' The 
use of the word is often difficult to follow. 

This translation is doubtfully correct. The 
sense in which the alchemists use the word 
is that of 'silver-producing stone,' and it is 
doubtful whether lead oxide is ever intended. 

The word is used as a generic term for prepara- 
tions resembling marble in appearance, as well 
as for marble itself. 

Not the modern magnesia, but usually an alloy 
of the four base metals, copper, iron, lead and 
tin: the sense of the word appears to be very 
wide. 

A term used for red lead, realgar and cinnabar. 
Basic iron sulphate. 
Native soda. 
Perhaps has the additional meanings of realgar 

and cinnabar. 
The term probably includes iron and copper 

pyrites, galena and mispickel. 
The modern Sandarac is a resin. 

Similar in nature to misy. 
The term includes not only the element sulphur, 

but also similar substances such as arsenic 
sulphide. The term has not, however, the 
wide meaning it acquired in mediaeval times. 

A host of less important and often more obscure materials were used. 
These include honey, gum, milk, bile, urine and vegetable products. A complete 
list extends to some five hundred items. 

? 6. Imitation of Silver. 

Many alchemical recipes are concerned with the making of silver and of the 
alloy aornIov. This was expected to have the brilliant metallic surface 
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and general appearance of silver. Such recipes are found mainly in the earlier 
texts, in particular in the Physica et Mystica of Democritus, and in the Papyri 
of Leyden and Stockholm. The methods employed in the preparation of silver 
or asemos fall into two groups. 

(a) Processes for the whitening of copper by means of arsenic. 
(b) Recipes for the melting together of such metals as would give a hard 

and white alloy with a silvery lustre. 

(a) The usual method of whitening copper was to coat it with some 
preparation of arsenic and then to heat gently. A superficial layer of copper 
arsenide is thus produced. It is white and lustrous, tarnishing to a yellow tint, 
much as with silver. One recipe indicates the boiling of copper with an arsenical 
solution which would whiten the copper in the manner still used in the familiar 
' Reinsch test' for arsenic.8 These recipes can be used in the laboratory to 
produce a whitish metallic substance, with some resemblance to silver. One 
recipe attributed to Democritus runs as follows: 

Aocp3cv apoaCvKov oyXlTOrv,9 Troicryov 1rrTaca. 10 P3akAE EiS T?UXOS 
Trpoyyuhov KCa KaCUvOOV oTrr iKVa 6 8blayEaoY1r,ll rlpa vcoyv ya'a (-rr6acai> 

eoupplKOS TrO pjrKE"TI pE'aCVT-r' OTrrTViKa 5 'Tray, apov KaCi EiCOO'0V12 [IETa 

CTUrTTTpias{ ?E.1TropIe?ioTiS oupcp 5a(ia7AeCos Tf]pas 3 Kai avaripavas EiS 
fATiov, XEiou Tr&aXv aXiriv, TOU aO-roU aAs& av0os EwTipaXE3 , (<XE)> rmepas 3', 
Kal yivETal, Kal Xapc3v avaTrpalvE TraIXv ElS i2Alov, TOUTO p3A\E ElS TEUXOS, 
.)E1i eCaxicp KIKIVC.O Fi pacavivcp13 :cos cav06v <yiyvnTal>, TO'UTC TrPaAAE 14 

XyaKOV, Kal AeUKaV0ioCYETai. TOUTO 86 'JTO Trotel Kai 11 aav8apa6Xi . . . 

(B. 1. 54.) 
This recipe is typical and neither more nor less lucid than most. A mixture 

of arsenical substances and organic matter is prepared and projected on copper. 
The dilution of the arsenic with inert substances ensures slow volatilisation and 
therefore protracted action on the metal, while the presence of organic matter 
protects the copper from oxidation and reduces the arsenic compounds to the 
elementary condition in which they are most active. The reaction of the 
arsenic and copper produces a layer of the white and lustrous copper arsenide. 
In certain other recipes the copper appears to have been melted with the 
arsenic compounds producing a solid white alloy. 

(b) The other method of preparing silver was the making of an alloy, 
white in colour and fairly hard, by fusing together various metals or their 

8 It is quite possible that this recipe may 12 AXEcooov ' temper ' or ' soak.' The 
owe its success to the presence of silver or word has the sense of treating a solid with 
mercury in the mixture used. a liquid. 

9 Probably arsenic trioxide. 13 These oils are probably not actual 
10 Metallic leaves or foil, presumably of 'castor' and 'radish' oils (v. note 24). 

copper. 14 The sense of the word in Greek alchemy 11 5iayEA6d&a. The sense of SiayEA&co seems to be simply ' place upon,' or, as the 
here seems very doubtful. The word later alchemists said, 'project.' 
recurs in other recipes. 
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compounds. The recipes indicate the preparation of the following alloys or 
metals. 

(i) Tin. Purified by methods similar to some in use at the present day, 
tin is said to yield acTqrlov, a lustrous metal resembling silver, to 
which, indeed, pure tin has some likeness. 

FIG. 3.-THESE DRAWINGS ILLUSTRATE TYPES OF APPARATUS FOR DISTILLATION AND 
SUBLIMATION CLOSELY RESEMBLING THAT USED IN CHEMICAL WORK UP TO THE CLOSE OF 
THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY. (MS. PARIS, GR. 2327, F. 81.) 

(ii) A lead-silver alloy seems in one case to be indicated. 
(iii) A copper-zinc-tin alloy with some arsenic. This is identical with 

some modern speculum metals which are white and exceedingly 
lustrous. 

(iv) Copper with about 1 per cent. of arsenic and a small amount of 
silver. This would almost certainly be white and lustrous. 
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(v) Copper-lead-iron-arsenic alloy. This would be white, but as the 
quantity of lead and arsenic does not appear its properties are 
doubtful. 

(vi) Copper-iron-lead-silver alloy. Certainly white, since only 36 per 
cent. of copper is used. 

(vii) Tin with traces of copper and mercury. Probably the copper would 
harden the tin and the mercury would improve its lustre. 

(viii) Copper-zinc alloy with traces of arsenic and other metals. Since 
only 40 per cent. of copper is present, this alloy will be white. 

(ix) Copper-silver alloy (50 per cent.). This is harder and slightly less 
lustrous than pure silver. 

These alloys are prepared by methods which seem unnecessarily com- 
plicated to us. The complication is due in part, at least, to the fact that the 
alchemist had no means of judging the purity of his materials or of finding out 
the composition of a satisfactory product. Small differences of composition 
often profoundly modify the colour and other properties of an alloy, and a 
chance success has often been attributed to the use of some inert ingredient. 
The retention of such ingredients leads to the adoption of these complicated 
mixtures. The making of alloys is not easy even to-day, for, during fusion, 
volatilisation or oxidation removes such metals as zinc, arsenic, lead and 
mercury to an extent which cannot be certainly predicted. Thus slight 
variations in the conditions of fusion often alter considerably the appearance 
of the product. 

? 7. Imitation of Gold. 

The preparation of a gold-like substance was the main object of practical 
alchemy. The problem was far more difficult than for silver. For a metal to 
pass as gold it had to withstand the fairly reliable tests then available. 

First of these was the test of the touchstone. The gold was rubbed on a 
hard black stone and its quality judged from the colour and extent of the 
streak produced. To pass this test a metal would have to resemble gold in 
colour and in hardness. 

Second was the test by fire. This rules out alloys of base metals, but a 
slight oxidation at a high temperature was evidently not considered incom- 
patible with gold. Modern jewellers' gold will not stand prolonged heating 
without change, since it always contains copper. Much native gold is also 
contaminated with copper, and this would help to minimise the failure of the 
artificially produced gold to satisfy the conditions of the fire test. 

Third was the density test. The high density of gold cannot be imitated 
by any alloy of baser metals, but although density measurements to detect 
impurities in gold had been used by Archimedes in his famous experiment, it 
seems unlikely that it was generally applied in the early days of alchemy. 

Thus for an alchemist to believe that he had prepared gold, he would 
have had to make a metal, closely resembling gold in colour and hardness, of 
high density, and little affected by atmospheric action. 
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The recipes for making gold fall into three well-marked classes: 

(a) Manufacture of alloys analogous to brass. 
(b) Preparation of debased gold. 
(c) Superficial treatment of metals. 

All three methods are in present use in the preparation of artificial jewellery. 

(a) Manufacture of alloys analogous to brass. 

Brass-like alloys, including some of the alloys of copper, tin and zinc, used 
to-day under the names of ormolu, oroide, Mannheim gold, etc., were certainly 
prepared by the Greek alchemists. The problem of making these was difficult, 
because zinc, which gives the yellow colour to brass-like alloys, was unknown as 
a metal to the Greek alchemists. The alloys which contained zinc were made 

by them through the medium of cadmia, an impure zinc oxide found as a deposit 
in the flues of smelting furnaces. This cadmia was of inconstant composition, 
varying with the nature of the ore from which it was derived. Such variation 
makes successful results hard to reproduce, since small changes in the proportion 
of zinc have a considerable effect on the colour of the resulting alloys. More- 
over, the volatility of the zinc yielded by the cadmia would be an additional 
source of difficulty. 

Many alloys thus produced do not admit of certain identification; the 

following, however, appear to have been made by these recipes. 

(i) Complex copper-tin-lead-iron alloys. These are yellow if the 

proportion of copper be sufficient. 
(ii) Copper amalgam. The amalgam containing 13 per cent. mercury is 

used for artificial jewellery at the present date. 
(iii) Copper-zinc alloys containing traces of other metals. These have a 

good golden colour when about 20 per cent. of zinc is present, and 
are known at the present time as Dutch metal, Mannheim gold, 
pinchbeck, etc. 

(iv) Copper-silver-lead alloys. 
(v) Copper-tin-lead alloys. 

As an example of this type of recipe I quote the following, which is less 

complicated than many: 
Democritus Physica et Mystica. (B. II. 44.) 
To KAcau51avvl15 Aac3cov, TTOiEl paippICpov16 KCal OiKOVO61EI Cb ?50Os, E&CS 

cav6ov yEvrlTal. Ea&vOcoov ouv' o0v TO'v Aiov AEyco dAXa -rTO TOU Ai,ou 
XpiUclaov' cavioeOIS E17 6E pI?TaC orTrTTI pias EK?KO"iTCA)eE01'?i5 OeiC, &apo'E- 

ViKC), r cYcaV6CapXXri, 1T TlTravcp, i1 CoS ETTVOE?S. Kaci av ETTipaAis dpyipop, 
TTOiEiS Xpucrov' Eav 8? XpvUCo, TTroleS XPUCYOKOyXVAIo v rl yap (po'Ui TI'V (pioiv 

VIKC30Oa KpaTE1. 

15 Copper-lead alloy or perhaps a bronze very clear. Most of the substances used 

containing lead. are arsenical: ao-rrr-lpia is evidently used 
16 A marble-like white preparation. in the sense of 'arsenic' by some of the 
17 The nature of the yellowing is not alchemists. 
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The 'gold' made by this process was a copper-silver-lead alloy possibly 
containing arsenic also. No modern information is available concerning such 
alloys, but there is a strong probability that they would be yellow. 

(b) Preparation of debased gold. 
The second type of recipe for making gold employs a considerable quantity 

of the metal. Such methods are called by the Greek alchemists 5i-rrAcoan, i.e. 
a doubling of the weight of gold. They depend mostly on the fact that, while 
silver gives a greenish and copper a reddish colour to gold, the admixture of 
both copper and silver hardly alters the tint of true gold. The alchemist did 
not regard himself as in any way falsifying gold, but rather believed that the 
gold acted as a seed which, nourished by the copper and silver, grew at their 
expense until the whole mass became gold. 

Such alloys are fairly easy to make, but need a considerable outlay of gold. 
They were thus less sought after by alchemists than alloys formed with a larger 
proportion of the less costly base metals. 

The recipes describe the preparation of alloys of the following types, some 
of which are to-day legalised on the Continent just as are 18-carat gold and other 
gold-copper alloys in this country. 

(i) Gold-copper alloys with small quantities of other metals, notably 
zinc and arsenic. This corresponds to our modern 14-18-carat 
gold, possibly made somewhat lighter in colour by the presence 
of zinc. 

(ii) Gold-copper-silver alloys, similar to the above but reproducing the 
colour of pure gold more closely. 

(iii) Alloys containing much copper and some silver and gold. The yellow 
colour of these derives chiefly from the copper, and the addition 
of precious metal prevents the alloy from tarnishing readily. 

The following example of these methods may be given (B. II. 39): 
XaXKO0 KEKacUpEVOvU Jprl TpiaC Xpuoou IP.poS oa . XcbvEvaov KOi -'rri- 

paAE apUEVIKOV' KacCOOV,18 KOCa EVpCTaElS 8OpuTrr6v. ET-ra XAeiooov 06E1 ?ipEpas 
3' v Aic?- El-rta rTlpavaS, XCOVEVUOV apyupov KOai yE:auav 19 TI (?) EKpaSC 
EK TOUTOU TOU cUvOEpiaTOos, Kao E'Upo'aEIS TOV apyupov cS iAJEKTpOV.20 TOUTO 
icAc) oCUppjiiov XpUo6v, KCai E1EIS oppu3ov Ka'o6v. 

The final product would be roughly gold 60 per cent., copper 20 per cent., 
silver 20 per cent., although the silver might form a greater proportion of the 
alloy than this. The colour of such an alloy would very closely resemble that 
of pure gold. The word o6pu3ov may mean 'Gold judged good by the 
touchstone,' the original meaning of 6opup3a being 'a touchstone.' 

18 Probably most of the arsenic is volatil- 20 The product would not be true elec- 
ised and a very base gold copper alloy is trum, but the yellow copper-silver alloy 
produced. improved in appearance by the gold. 19 Berthelot reads yEXdaav-r (see note 11). 

J.H.S.-VOL. L. K 
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(c) Superficial treatment of metals. 
The third type of recipe used for the making of gold operated on the metal 

superficially. These superficial treatments were hardly regarded as a true 
making of gold, and as a rule the word KarTapo3aq and not -rroirlols is used to 
describe them. These methods also find their counterpart in modern practices. 
Then as now three chief methods of colouring metals were employed. 

(i) Coating the metal with a tinted lacquer composed of gums, etc., as 
brass is treated to-day. 

(ii) Tinting the metal with solutions which form a thin superficial layer 
of sulphides. 

(iii) Treating debased gold by removing the base metal from the surface 
by corrosive substances such as the sulphur trioxide derived from 
the calcination of the sulphates of iron and copper known as 

icau and a,opi. This leaves a layer of fairly pure gold on the 
surface. At the present day, nitric acid is used instead of the 
sulphates. 

The following appears to be a recipe for a process of the third type: 
Democritus, Physica et Mystica (B. II. 46). 
Xpuc6OKOXXaV T-rV T&rV MaKE66vcov TT'V iCA) XaXKOU -rrcapEqpEpouoav 

OiKOVO6EI1 ?EICV oUpCp sCXCIcECoAS ECOS EKorpaCcpi 1 yap Cpuc\ S ECOc KpwjTTETai. 

'Ev oOv EKOTpacpi KCaTcd3Cap OV aUTrv EiS EAcxov KiKIVOV TTOAdcKis 'IupcA)V Kai 

p3aTrrcov El-Tra 56OS 6'nTrc0ccai V cTuTTrrlTpia TrppoXElCbccras pi(c, Fi OEICO 

aTruppcO lTOiE1 ctavov Kai ETTipaTrTE TTraV acoja XpuCouo. 

Apparently base gold or gold-like alloys ' coSca Xpuvoo 
' are to be treated 

with misy, alum, sulphur, etc. which attack base metal, but leave gold 
unaffected. 

The following recipe appears to deal with the tinting of a metal by means 
of a layer of lacquer, coloured by various plant juices, to be applied to the 
surface of polished metal. (B. II. 48.) 

AEctl KpOKOV KlXiKIOV' aVES oacaC avqri TOU KpOKOV ' T rpoTrayE'VTI XUkvA 
-TTS apTLrTEXo, TroiE 3co6Ov dCs EOOS' pBaaTrTE apyupov EK TrETa&Xcov ECOS c&pEoC 

rT XpCOJpal' aEV 56 XcaXKEOV -r TOrrE-TaXov ECo-rTc, PEATIOV. TpOKOCailpE TOV 

XcaKOv cAs E0os. ETra opaXboAv d&polroAoxias poT-vrls v IprEl ', KCci KpOKOU 
Kati AvUpioU21 TO SIrrOUvv, T'roiE TrraXoS KrpCrTfS Kai Xpicas TO TrETaAov, 

&TrEpya3ou T-ri TrpcA)TT; dycoyi Kcai OauadoeCTS. 

? 8. Alchemical Apparatus and its use. 

Lines such as have been indicated give a reasonable explanation of those 
recipes which contain definite instructions for the making or colouring of a 
metal. Only a small part of Greek alchemical texts, however, consist of such 
recipes, which are, in fact, confined to the Democritan school of alchemical 
practice. Long sections of the other alchemists' works deal with the prepar- 

21 Mentioned as a yellow dye-stuff (Lagercrantz: P. Holm, p. 191). 
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ation of the divine or sulphurous water, OeTov i6cop, the use and nature of which 
is obscure. There was controversy among the alchemists themselves as to its 
nature. Some held it to be mercury. In one or two descriptions it seems to 
be a solution of a polysulphide of calcium made by the action of sulphur and 
arsenic sulphide on lime. A third school treat it as a generic term for all 
liquids useful in the work. The issue is clouded by the homonymy practised 
by the alchemists, who give many names to the substances most important 
in their art. 

I quote a typical passage dealing with this divine water: 
Zosimus: TTpi OiEou 'osrros. (B. II. 184.) 
KaXETcai i8cop OETov 81' &ApsirS, 8i vaSt cros OaAaoriov, 8ia ovpou 

d:pO6pov, 61' O6ovs, 8i' 6a&XprlTS, 61' EXaiov KIKiVOU, pE(aviKov, p3aCJapiou, 

ydaaKTroS yvvaOKoS adppEvoT6Kov, Kai ycahaKTos 3 po6S pEAacivriS, Kaoi 6t' o0po 
5acp&,ecoS, Kai Trppop3&rov OXrdsiacS TIVES p o v 6viov aXXol Kai 05aTro 

acjpEoT-rO, Kai C.(apClpou, KaCi q)p?Kr1, KaCi OEio, Kati apoeViKov, Kai cavoa- 

pdaXils, KCa viTpo, KKai c-TrTnrirpiasc o-XIOLr S, Kai yaAaKTOS TTrAIV OVEIOV, Kai 

aiyEiov, Kai KUViVOU, Kai v8aTroS crrro5oKpaiprlS, Kaci aAXcov UaTcov a&ro 

O-ro8oOY yivopEvcov' &aXol Kai pelrTOS, Kaci O6vUAtlTOS, Kai O6OUS, Kci viTpou, 
Kai UaTros dapiov, Kai NEiXou, KaCi pKTOu, Kai OiVOU adprivaiou, KaC pOiTOv, 
Kai popiTov, Kai CaIKEpiTOU Kai Ue0Ov' Kai IVCa Ta TraVTa dvayivcbaKox 
Si& -rravToS ypov. 

From such a passage as this, which is typical of many others, it is well- 
nigh impossible to deduce anything concerning the nature of this 'divine 
water.' It may mean that the 'divine water' is given all these names, or 
perhaps, as the other passages hint, that the ' divine water' is a term for all 
liquids used in 'the work.' The recipes which employ the 'divine water' 
seem to indicate that it had the power of dissolving or disintegrating the 
substances used in the art, and that it had also the property of colouring 
metals. It was evidently also a volatile substance, or at any rate one which 
produced a gas or vapour which attacked metals. Both mercury and solutions 
of easily hydrolysed sulphides have this power in some degree, and it is fairly 
certain that sometimes at least the term refers to these. 

The Marian school is especially concerned with this ' divine water,' which 
takes an unimportant part in the Democritan school. The Marian school, of 
which Zosimus is the most important representative, sets out methods of 
operation which, while obscure, are yet consistent. The prime material operated 
on is not as a rule disclosed, but when revealed appears as copper or the alloy 
of the four base metals known as the TeTpaao6tia. This is treated in a peculiar 
form of apparatus, the invention of Mary, which to some extent resembled the 
modern reflux extractor (Figs. 4, 6), by exposure to the vapour and condensed 
liquid derived from boiling' divine water,' mercury, sulphur or arsenic sulphides. 
It must be remembered that these substances may be used, in accordance with 
alchemical custom, as covering names for some analogous substances the nature 
of which the authors wished to conceal from all but the initiated. The con- 
densed liquid, together with any fused or dissolved products of its interaction 
with the copper, dropped back into the lower part of the apparatus and was 
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there volatilised afresh. We are told that this process led progressively and 
continuously to a blackening, whitening and yellow coloration of the contents 
of the apparatus. Then followed a process called ' iosis,' of the nature of which 
no reasonable explanation can be given, though the alchemists regarded it as 
of high importance.22 

The apparatus used is illustrated by several sketches in the MSS., of which 
two are reproduced here (Figs. 4, 6), but the theories which have been put 
forward to explain the use of the apparatus, and, indeed, the whole process 
outlined above, are not satisfactory. Two views of it appear from the chemical 
standpoint to represent possible methods of procedure. 

The first is based on the fact that the alloy of copper and mercury con- 
taining 13 per cent. of mercury is of a golden tint. It is occasionally used at 
the present time for artificial gold. This alloy is not easy to prepare by the 
direct mixture of mercury with melted copper, for the high temperature of the 
latter volatilises the mercury. Nor does the direct action of mercury on 
copper produce it, for a mixture of unchanged copper and the silvery amalgam 
of copper containing much more mercury than 13 per cent. is produced. 

The process used by the alchemist was probably the following:-Mercury 
was placed in the lower part of an apparatus such as Fig. 4 or 6,23 and copper 
or an alloy containing much copper on the Krnpo-raKiS or 'palette' (P) in the 
upper part. The mercury being heated from below, boiled and condensed on 
the cups (piqtAi) and on the copper, which was disintegrated and finally 
dissolved. Impurities (oxides, etc.) remained on the Krlpo-raKiS or on the sieve- 
like diaphragm below, while a pure copper amalgam collected in the lower 
part of the apparatus (ayyos ocrrpaKivov), into which the droppings from the 
kerotakis fell. The copper blackened during the process as a result of oxidation. 
The white amalgam formed contained much more mercury than the yellow 
gold-like amalgam which was required; and continued and steady heating 
caused the mercury to be volatilised from this and to escape by leakage or by 
diffusion through the porous earthenware until the required alloy was produced. 

Evidence is to be found in the texts to support this view of the process, 
but it was not the only purpose for which the apparatus was employed, for it 
was probably used as a sublimation apparatus of the type of the aludel, and 
also for the treatment of metals with sulphur. The process of making copper 
amalgam of suitable composition must have been far from easy, and indeed the 
alchemists who employ the KrnpoTarKiS give the impression of dealing with a 

22 The meaning 
' violet coloration ' MS. of St. Mark, folios 112, 193, 196; Figs. 

seems improbable. A. J. Hopkins, Chemical 4 and 6 represent the same type of appara- 
News, Vol. 85, p. 49, upholds the view that tus, the globular lower portion of Fig. 4 
this process was the formation of a purple being probably some form of heating appara- 
bronze similar to the Japanese shaku-do. tus. Several other sketches are reproduced 
This theory, though explaining the meaning in Berthelot's Introduction a l'etude de la 
of ' idsis ' in a reasonable manner, seems Chimie des Anciens et du Moyen-dge. Figs. 
inconsistent with the processes that pre- 5 and 7 represent reconstructions of the 
cede this operation. Conceivably ' iosis ' apparatus of Figs. 4 and 6, based on the 
may be the final removal of the ios or tar- figures contained in the MSS. and the 
nish formed on the surface of the metal. descriptions in the text. 

23 The figures are copies of those in the 
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most difficult problem. The author is aware of no other chemical process 
which is consistent with the descriptions, and could at the same time give the 
continuous blackening, whitening and yellowing which is so strongly emphasised 
by all the authors. The explanation given above is at least consistent with 
the two great maxims which run through so much of the alchemical literature. 

M?T- T-rV TO-ro XaXKOu EicoCiv Kati pEXavaiv Kaci ES UOTEpov AEUKCOCIV, 

TOTE Eo-rat pp3Epaica davocais. (Agathodaemon A'iviy~a) (B. II. 115.) After 
the refinement of copper and its blackening and its later whitening, then will take 
place the solid yellowing. 

'Eav ipi T-r acbaccra accoacrrcbcrTs Kci acblJorr a crCoaTrrborln oU6Sv TO 

Trpoo5oKcbevov OEorai. (B. II. 115.) (Hermes.) 'If you do not disembody 
the bodies and embody the things without body, nothing which is expected will take 
place.' 

CONDENSING 

/ 4 \ CCOVERS 

RECEPTACLE 
FOR 

*- BOILING LIQUID 5 L 

V_- nFURNACE 

FIG. 7.-CONJECTURAL RESTORATION OF THE ROUND FORM OF KEROTAKIS, AS SHOWN 
IN FIG. 6. 

The last is clear enough if we remember that acrcacrrca has the meaning 
'metallic bodies,' and acrbooa-rTa substances without metallic properties. Thus 
the meaning is, 'If you do not bring the metals to a non-metallic condition 
and then back to a metallic condition, nothing which is expected will take place.' 

Consistent with the latter maxim is the method of treating metals with 
sulphur practised by the alchemist Mary. She employed the kerotakis type of 
apparatus for the treatment of metals with sulphur or with arsenic sulphide. 
The mode of procedure in such a case would be similar, the sulphur or arsenic 
sulphide being placed in the lower half of the receptacle. The metals on the 
kerotakis would be converted into sulphides which might dissolve in the melted 
condensed sulphur and be carried into the lower half of the apparatus. The 
black mixture of sulphides and unchanged sulphur collecting in this lower 
receptacle would then be the 'black lead' or scoria of Mary, which is said 
to collect in the 'Hades' or lower part of the apparatus. This ' black lead' 
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when heated in air with ' oil of soda ' or other flux could be reduced by a pyritic 
smelt to an alloy of the metals originally placed on the kerotakis. The process 
is quite a possible one and consistent with the texts, but the object of such a 
complex method of preparing an alloy may seem obscure. It may be that 
the difficulties mentioned on p. 128 prevented the use of simple melting of the 
metals, or again the sulphur and arsenic retained in this process may have 
favourably influenced the colour of the product. Colours are observed on 
'blister' copper, as made to-day by a pyritic smelt which may have suggested 
the ' iosis' or violet coloration already mentioned as a problem. 

In addition to the kerotakis and the simple aludel for sublimation, the 
MSS. contain numerous sketches of distillation apparatus. 

The eighth figure represents a drawing from the Codex Marcianus 299 and 

FIG. 9.-RECONSTRUCTION OF THE DISTILLATION APPARATUS OF FIG. 8. 

a conjectural reconstruction. The drawing shows a type of apparatus used 
for distillation, which is very similar to that employed to-day. The globe 
marked P3KoS must have been luted into the funnel-shaped tube which sur- 
rounds it, but in all other respects the apparatus as figured appears to be prac- 
tical and well designed. The value of the apparatus to the alchemists is not 
clear. They appear to have distilled sulphur from it and to have obtained 
liquids which they called acXov KIKIVOV and paccqpavvov, and to have used 
these in the colouring and treatment of metals. No liquid products except 
melted sulphur can be obtained by distilling sulphur, or any mixture of sulphur 
and a mineral substance. A theory has been propounded that these oils were 
in fact melted sulphur, but this liquid would solidify in a few minutes or seconds 
to a mass of monoclinic or plastic sulphur. Perhaps the word 'sulphur' was 
used in a wider sense, or again sulphur may have been distilled with vegetable 
oils, so forming sulphur-substituted organic liquids which would have the 
effect of tinting metals by formation of a layer of sulphide as is described in 
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the Democritean recipes.24 Doubtless mercury was also distilled from the 
apparatus, though there is no definite statement to this effect. 

A reading of the work of the alchemists will often lead to a consideration 
of a totally different conception of alchemy to that which we have put forward. 
In many passages the practical element is replaced by mystical and religious 
matters, and it has been thought that some alchemists were not seeking to 
make gold at all or indeed any other substance. No one can read the works 
of Democritus or Mary without feeling that they are practical metallurgical 
efforts undertaken with a definite purpose, even though mystical and religious 
elements are present. But the texts of Comarius, the visions of Zosimus, 
and parts of the work of later authors suggest that these men were not really 
interested in making gold and were not in fact talking about real gold at all. 
The practical chemist examining these works feels like a builder who should 
try to get practical information from a work on Freemasonry. 

Alchemy always contains some elements of the mystical and symbolic. 
The puzzle is that the practical content of alchemy, which is the treatment and 
manufacture of metals, affords no evident reason or justification for the mystical 
atmosphere with which the subject has always been surrounded. The mystical 
side of alchemy seems of an antiquity at least equal to that of the practical, 
nor does its obscurity make it less important for an understanding of the subject. 
The representation of metals by planetary symbols, the symbols of the philo- 
sophic egg, and of the serpent, and numerous references to Jewish, Egyptian 
and Gnostic beliefs all go to show that alchemy had a spiritual significance as 
well as a practical utility. 

Gold has always been of importance in religious symbolism. The comparison 
of its burnished brilliance to the sun was no recondite step. Thus at an early 
date each of the other six metals was connected with one of the planets. The 

heavenly bodies thus gave a religious significance to the somata. With the 
metals equipped with the astrological qualities the alchemist passes from the 
Lesser to the Greater World, to the 'Great Work' which is the aim of every 
mystical system.25 F. SHERWOOD TAYLOR. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF MORE IMPORTANT WORKS DEALING WITH 
GREEK ALCHEMY 26 

(a) Texts. 
J. L. Ideler: Physici et Chemici graeci Minores. (Berlin, 1841.) 
M. Berthelot: Collections des anciens alchimistes grecs. Traduction et Texte. (Paris, 

1888.) 
0. Lagercrantz: Papyrus graecus Holmiensis. (Upsala, 1913.) 
Harles Fabricius: Bibliotheca graeca, VIII. 1802. 
G. Goldschmidt: 'Heliodori carmina quattuor' (Religionsgeschichtliche Versuche und 

Vorarbeiten, XIX. 2, Giessen, 1923.) 
24 The terms ' radish' and ' castor' oils and Mrs. D. W. Singer, both of whom have 

may refer to the taste of the substance. A given him invaluable help at every stage in 
bad radish has the type of flavour which his investigations of the subject of Greek 
might be expected in a sulphur-treated oil. alchemy. 
The flavour even of pure castor-oil is 26 This bibliography includes only such 
sufficiently unpleasant to justify its name works on alchemy in general as are of special 
being given to these oils. value to the student of Greek alchemy in 

25 The writer would wish to express his particular. 
deep indebtedness to Dr. Charles Singer 
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(b) Catalogues of MS. and Papyri. 

Papyri Graeci musei antiquarii publici Lugduni Batavi . . . edidit, interpretationem 
latinam, adnotationem, indices et tabulas addidit C. Leemans Musei Antiquarii 
Lugduni Batavi Director, Tome II, Leyden, 1885; also Berthelot, Intr., p. 3 seq. 

Catalogue des Manuscrits Alchimiques Grecs, publie sous la direction de J. Bidez, 
F. Cumont, J. L. Heiberg et 0. Lagercrantz. 

Vol. I. Les Parisini, decrits par Henri Leb&gue. 
Vol. II. Les Manuscrits Italiens, decrits par C. O. Zuretti. 
Vol. III. Les Manuscrits des Iles Britannique, decrits par Dorothea Waley 

Singer. 
Vol. V. Les Manuscrits Hispaniques et d'Athenes, d6crits par C. 0. Zuretti 

et A. Severyns. 
Vol. VI. Michel Psellus: Epitre sur la chrysop6e, etc. 

Lambecius: Bibliotheca acroamatica . . . 1712, p. 380. Catalogus codicum manu- 
scriptorum bibliothecae regiae bavaricae, Vol. I, codices graeci ab Ign. Hard. 
Complexi, I. II (Munich, 1806), pp. 19-29. 

Bibliothecae Guelferbytanae codices graeci et latini classici; recensuit F. A. Ebert 
(Leipzig, 1827), p. 45. 

Catalogus codicum graecorum qui in Bibliotheca urbica Vratislavensi adservantur, 
(Breslau, 1889), p. 56. 

Jacobs u. Ukert, 1835: Beitrage zur altern Litteratur oder Merkwiirdigkeiten der 
herzogl. Bibliothek zu Gotha, Folio 215. 

(c) General Works and Articles. 

M. Berthelot: Archeologie et histoire des Sciences. (Paris, 1906.) 
Introduction a l'etude de la chimie des anciens et du Moyen-age. (Paris, 1889.) 
La chimie au Moyen-age. (Paris, 1893.) 
Les origines de l'alchimie. (Paris, 1885.) 

G. Carbonelli: Sulle fonti storiche della chimica e dell' alchimia in Italia. (Rome, 
1925.) 

A. J. Hopkins: Earliest Alchemy. (Scientific Monthly, Vol. 6, 1918, pp. 530-537.) 
Bronzing Methods in the Alchemistic Leyden Papyri. (Chemical News, 85, 49.) 

G. Hoffmann: Ladenburgs Handworterbuch d. Chemie, II. 516 ff. 
A. Jahn: Chemica Graeca e Cod. Monac. et Bern. 579 (Revue de philologie, 15 (1891), 

101-115). 
H. Kopp: Die Alchimie in alterer und neuerer Zeit. (Heidelberg, 1886.) 

Beitrage zur Geschichte der Chemie. (Braunschweig, 1869, ff.) 
I. von Hammer Jensen: Die dlteste Alchimie. (Copenhagen, 1921.) 
O. Lagercrantz: Alchemistische Rezepte des Spaten Mittelalters. (Berlin, 1925.) 
E. O. von Lippmann: Entstehung und Ausbreitung der Alchimie. (Berlin, 1919.) 

Chemisches und Alchemisches aus Aristoteles (Archiv. f. Geschichte der Natur- 
wissenschaft und der Technik, 2, 268). 

Chemische Papyri des 3 Jahrhundertes (Chemiker Zeitung, 1913, 933). 
F. Liidy: Alchemistische und Chemische Zeichen. (Stuttgart, 1928.) 
Pauly-Wissowa: Realenzyklopadie des Klassischen Altertums (article 'Alchimie '). 
J. Ruska: Das Steinbuch des Aristoteles. (Heidelberg, 1912.) 
J. H. Schafer: Die Alchemie (Flensburger Progr., 1887). 
K. C. Schmieder: Geschichte der Alchemie. 1832. ed. Strunz, 1927. (Munich.) 
M. Stephanides: Notes sur les textes chymeutiques (Revue des Etudes Grecques, 

1922, 296.) 
La Naissance de la Chimie (ib. 1923, p. 189). 
L'art psammurgique et la Chimie. (Mytilene, 1909.) 
Chymeutisches Miszellen (Archiv fur die Geschichte der Naturwissenschaften, 

III. 180, 1912). 
P. Tannery: Etudes sur les alchimistes grecs; Synesius a Dioscore (Revue des Etudes 

Grecques, 1890, p. 282). 
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